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Introduction. It was shown by Auslander in [l] that in an Artinian

ring P with radical A^O there exists an indecomposable left ideal I

of square zero that satisfies the equality l.p.dim 1 = 1.p.dim N.

Considering only the cyclic left ideals in an Artinian ring R we

obtain a bound for the global dimension of P from Sup l.p.dim J

(where J ranges over all cyclic left ideals for which J2 = 0, JN = 0, and

Homs (J, J) is a division ring) and from the length of the radical.

The author wishes to thank Professors M. Auslander and M. I.

Rosen for their helpful remarks and suggestions in the preparation of

this paper.

1. Global dimension in Artinian rings. For the rest we assume that

all rings have an identity, all the ideals are left ideals, and all modules

are unitary left modules, unless otherwise specified.

For a left P-module M we set M* = Hom«(M, P), and we write

KM) for its length.
Consider the map p: M*®RM—>Homs(M, M) defined by p(f®m/)

im/) =fimi) -mi lorf EM* and mi, miEM. It is well known that Im p

is a two-sided ideal in HomniM, M). Furthermore, M is a finitely

generated projective P-module iff p is an epimorphism, in which case

it is an isomorphism (e.g. [2, appendix]).

The following are two useful lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let J be an ideal in an arbitrary ring. If J29^0 and

Hom«(/, J) is a simple ring, then J is a finitely generated projective

R-module.

Proof. By the above remark it suffices to show that the map

Ii: J*®rJ—>Homij(/, J) is an epimorphism. Since Hom/?(J, J) is a

simple ring, it is enough to show that ImjU^O. Since J2t£0 there

exist elements r, sin J such that rsj^O. Let * denote the natural em-

bedding of J into P, then p.ij,®s)ir) =i(y) • s = rsj*-0, thus pii®s)^0.

We say that P is a semiprimary ring if its Jacobson radical N is

nilpotent, and the residue ring R/N is a semisimple (Artinian) ring.

Lemma 2. Any left ideal I in a semiprimary ring R is the direct sum

of a projective ideal and of an ideal contained in the radical N.
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Proof. Since R is assumed to be a semiprimary ring, then every set

of mutually orthogonal idempotents in R is finite. Furthermore, every

ideal that is not contained in the radical contains an idempotent.

Obviously, we may assume that N^O.

If I is contained in the radical we are done. Otherwise I contains an

idempotent. Let (ex ■ ■ ■ ek) be a maximal set of mutually orthogonal

idempotents in J. It follows that I admits a direct sum decomposition

I = Rex® • • • @Rek®h where Ik = ir\R(l—ei ■ ■ ■ —ek). It suffices

to prove that Ik is contained in the radical. But if Ik is not contained

in the radical then Ik contains an idempotent, say e't+1. Set ek+x

= e't+x — exe't+x— ■ ■ ■ —eke't+x then one verifies by straightforward

computations that (ex ■ ■ ■ ek+x) is a set of mutually orthogonal idem-

potents in I. This contradicts the maximality assumption on (ex ■ ■ ■ ek).

Therefore Ik is contained in the radical. This completes the proof of

the lemma.

Theorem 1. Let R be an Artinian ring with radical N^O. There

exists a left ideal I for which 72 = 0, IN = 0, l.p.dim 1 = 1.p.dim N, and

HomR(I, I) is a division ring.

Proof. Let J be an ideal of minimal length for which l.p.dim /

= l.p.dim N.

We claim that if/is a nonzero homomorphism of / into R then/ is

a monomorphism. If this is not the case, then ker/ and Im/ are non-

zero ideals in R. From the exact sequence 0—deer/—+/—>Im/—>0 it

follows that /(ker/) <l(J) and that /(Im /) </(/). Since gl.dim R-l

= l.p.dim N [l], the minimality of / implies that l.p.dim (ker/)

<l.p.dim N, and that l.p.dim (Im /)<l.p.dim N. This leads to a

contradiction since l.p.dim JiSmax {l.p.dim (ker/), l.p.dim (Im/)}.

In particular if g is a nonzero homomorphism of / into J there

results an exact sequence 0—>J—*J—+J/Im g—>0. By length argument

it follows that //lmg = 0. Thus g is an isomorphism. Therefore

rlomR(J, J) is a division ring.

If JNt^O, then there exists an element n, nEN, such that Jny^O.

The map j—*jn is a nonzero homomorphism of J into R, thus Jn is

isomorphic to /. Since A is a nilpotent ideal one can proceed in that

way to obtain an ideal I, isomorphic to J, and such that IN = 0.

Finally we have to prove that J2 = 0. If gl.dim R > 1 this is immedi-

ate by Lemmas 1 and 2 since Homs(J, /) is a division ring. In case

gl.dim R= 1 we choose J to be a minimal ideal in the radical for which

IN = 0. Obviously Hom^i", I) is a division ring and this ideal is of

square zero. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Corollary 1. Let R be an Artinian ring with radical N^O. There

exists a two-sided ideal K for which K2 = 0, KN = 0, and l.p.dim K

= l.p.dim N.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we can find a left ideal 7 in P

for which 72 = 0, IN = 0, l.p.dim I = l.p.dim N, and every nonzero

homomorphism of I into P is a monomorphism. Set K = IR. Then K is

a two-sided ideal in P, K2 = iIR)iIR)CI2R = 0, and KN = iIR)N
EIN = 0. If there exists an element r in P such that K = Ir, then K is

isomorphic to I and we are done. Otherwise, there is a minimal set of

elements ri • • ■ rk in P such that K = Ir\+ ■ • • +Irk. Set Ii = Iri,

and h = Iri+ ■ ■ ■ +Irk, then 7 is isomorphic to I and IiCMi^Ii.

There results an exact sequence,

0 -> 7 H h -> Ii © Ii -> K -> 0.

Since /(7H7)</(7) it follows that l.p.dim (7f"V2) <l.p.dim 7,
thus l.p.dim A = l.p.dim 7©7^max {l.p.dim (7H7), l.p.dim K}
:£ l.p.dim N. Therefore l.p.dim K = l.p.dim N.

2. A bound for the global dimension of an Artinian ring. Let P be

an Artinian ring with radical N^O. Let A = Ai© ■ ■ ■ @Nk be a

direct sum decomposition of N, i.e. A,- are indecomposable ideals for

i=l, ■ • ■ , ft. If A7 is not a projective ideal, we choose Ai so that Ai is

not a projective ideal, and furthermore/(Ai)S:/-(A7) for all i, l^i^k,

whenever A,- is not a projective ideal.

For an integer i ^ 0 we denote by [i/2 ] the minimal integer j such

that j ^ i/2. We set [i/2 ] = 0 for i < 0.
An ideal K is cyclic, if it is generated as a left ideal by a single

element.

Theorem 2. Let R be an Artinian ring with radical N^O. If

l.p.dim J^t< oo whenever J is a cyclic ideal for which J2 = 0, JN = 0,

and Honiji(/, J) is a division ring, then

gl.dim R^ t + 1 + [(/(Ai) - 2)/2].

Proof. We prove by induction on the length of ideals that for every

ideal I in P the following inequality holds:

l.p.dim/ ^ /+ [Qil) - 2)/2].

If KI) = 1 then I is a minimal ideal, thus cyclic. Unless 7 is a pro-

jective ideal it follows immediately that I is isomorphic to a cyclic

ideal J for which /2 = 0, JN = 0, and HomB (/, J) is a division ring.

Therefore l.p.dim I^t.
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If 1(1) =2 we observe the following two cases:

Case 1. There exists a non zero homomorphism / from I into R

which is not a monomorphism. Therefore, /(Im/) =/(ker/) = 1, and

from the exact sequence 0—->ker/—>/—>Im/—K) it follows that

l.p.dim I^t.
Case 2. Every nonzero homomorphism of / into R is a monomor-

phism. This necessarily implies that I is a cyclic ideal and Homffi(I, T)

is a division ring. Unless J is a projective ideal it follows that I is

isomorphic to a cyclic ideal J for which J2 = 0 and JN = 0. Therefore

l.p.dim I^t.
Assume that l.p.dim K^t+ [(/(A)-2)/2] whenever l(K) <n. We

may assume that n 3:3. Let I be an ideal of length n. We again observe

two cases:

Case 1. There exists a nonzero homomorphism of I into R which is

not a monomorphism. This implies that /(ker/) <n, and /(Im/) <n.

From the exact sequence 0—deer/—>i—>lmf—+0, it follows that:

l.p.dim/ ^ max{l.p.dim(ker/), l.p.dim(Im/)}

^ t + max{ [(/(ker/) - 2)/2], [(/(Im/) - 2)/2]}

g t + (1(1) - 2)/2].

Case 2: Every nonzero homomorphism of / into R is a monomor-

phism. Unless / is a projective ideal, there exists an ideal J isomorphic

to I ior which J2 = 0, JN = 0, and Homs(/, J) is a division ring. If J is

a cyclic ideal then l.p.dim I-^t. Otherwise there exists a minimal set

of elements ix ■ ■ ■ ik in / such that I = Rix+ • ■ ■ +Rik. Set Ix = Rix,

and I2 = Ri2+ ■ ■ ■ +Rik then IxrM2^I2, and IXC\I27^IX. From the

exact sequence 0—>IXCS\I2—>ii©/2—>I—>0 it follows that:

l.p.dim Z^maxjl. p. dim(Ixr\I2) + l, l.p.dim/!, l.p.dim I2)

(ri(ixrM2)-2i      r/(/i)-2i  ri(i2)-2i\
-/+maxU—2—J+1' L~H* L~H/

since /(/)-2^max {l(Ixr~\I2),  l(Ix)-2,  l(I2)-2},  and  since from

n^3 it follows that [(/(/)-2)/2] ^1.

We conclude the proof by observing that if N is projective then

gl.dim R = l. Otherwise an ideal Ai exists as above and we have:

l.p.dim Ni^t+ [(l(Ni) - 2)/2] ^ t + [(l(Nx) - 2)/2]

for i = 1, • • • , k
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therefore gl.dim P = l.p.dim N+l ^t + l + [(/(A7)-2)/2].
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